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About This Game

"Every Ogre must make his own path outside of the clan, but always pay respect to where he came from." - Overlord Gruuga
Wrathsin

Overview

Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a story-driven RPG that tells the tale of a young Ogre, Gargan, who's kicked out of his house by
his father for being a layabout. Gargan is determined to prove to his father that he's a true Ogre and sets off on a journey across

the country to retrieve a relic from an ancient Ogre hero. Gargan is joined on his journey by: Rook the aspiring paladin,
Drusilla the cruel demon witch, Twostone the rocky cyclops hermit and Ka-gu the reformed villain and current necromancer.

They all have their own reasons for joining the journey, but it's never smooth and they don't always get along too well.
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Tale of Enki: Pilgrimage is a turn-based RPG with no random battles! It has influences from both Western and Japanese role-
playing games as well as influences from classic pen and paper games like Dungeons and Dragons.

Character-driven plot that won't have you saving any worlds for a change.

Fast-paced battles using our custom Stamina system that lets you take multiple attacks per round.

Over 120 pieces of equipment to use ranging from swords to spells to armour.

Over 50 enemies and bosses to slaughter along your journey from bugs made of fruit to demon lords to the ghostly
spirits of your ancestors.

Dozens of quests where you can help the good folks of the land or abuse your power.

Original art and story all put together in our custom engine.
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Abandoned Software, only purchase if you are satisfied as is with the product. Desert Ashes is a casual turnbased strategygame
that is easy on the eyes and not too taxing on the brain. I especially like the battle scene animations, some of the designs make
me think of Boris Vallejo for some reason. Controlling the units with a gamepad works surprisingly well too. There are a few
strange design decisions, like how you must go back to the main menu to move on to the next part of the campaign, but nothing
that can't be easily endured. All in all a surprisingly enjoyable experience. 8\/10.

Note: I haven't tried multiplayer, some say it doesn't work, but multi is not important for me so it doesn't affect my score..
Viktor is based on my friend on Discord, not much more that needs to be said, very good game. 10\/10. They did spell my
friends name wrong though, which I find quite amusing.. Bardock is the character in DBZ, even added the dramatic finsh and
bardock wins the fight against Frieza and even added the orginal dramatic finsh when Freiza wins. pretty cool. Love the
simulation. Hard to learn, longer to build, and realism is at an Everest sized peak.. Stuttering and artifacts are unaccepably poor
witout G-Synch monitor and Nvidia GTX card, I have only Freesynch monitors and 1 x GTX 1080Ti system plus 1 at 2x
Radeon rx480, both have hich performance cpu's Intel 4790 and Ryzen 1800x. This should be stated before purchase.
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Bought on sale.

Starts up and works good on Win 8 SL.

Basicaly same genre and idea of Pride of Nations. Must be same developers.

Would not buy for more than $7 or get it on sale.

Looks like it could be a good game. Need to spend more time on it though.

Do work through the tutorials. It helps.. Some people would consider this a MegaMan clone. It seems any platformer with a gun
is considered a MegaMan clone.
A.R.E.S. stands on its own very well though. With each enemy kill, you can "recycle" parts from the enemy and use them to
heal yourself or upgrade your weapons. Of course, they do reference their own closeness to MegaMan by having a walkway
before the bosses similar to the famous boss hall in all of the MegaMan games.
The 2.5D graphics are great, the controls are fun, the design is great and the story intrigues me. If you like MegaMan or any
other gun driven platformer, definitely pick this up. It is well worth the price point.. This game is sooooooooo AWESOME!!!
\u0e16\u0e36\u0e07\u0e08\u0e30\u0e44\u0e21\u0e48\u0e04\u0e48\u0e2d\u0e22\u0e21\u0e35\u0e2d\u0e30\u0e44\u0e23\u0e
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\u0e41\u0e15\u0e48\u0e01\u0e47\u0e2a\u0e19\u0e38\u0e01\u0e14\u0e35
6\/10. I got this game on sale for about $3, good price!

Not gonna go real' in-depth here.
If you enjoy relaxation games like Abzu, Viridi, Mountain, etc., I'm assured that you would also enjoy this one.
If you dabble in philosophy here and there, it's got some of that, too, just a little bonus, and the audio clips are optional. This
game can either enhance or relieve your inner existential-crisis, if you experience that.
I also think if you enjoy walking\/flying\/swimming\/etc. simulation and exploration games, you'd really love it.

:^) Very nice for me to relax... And for meditation.. An interesting game just for killing some time :). It's a little buggy still atm.
There were cases when we couldn't interact with the doors or items, so we were checking if the key's in the cabinet by simply
looking into it.

Once we got out we simply got a white screen. After so many scary moments it would've been nice to see "something" at least.

But I can still recommend this game. Looks very nice in VR and it's actually spooky, it's been a nice 2hours that we played with
it.. This mod would be so much better if it didn't have a loco for every car that you have in your consist.. This game was fun.

Has fun elements from other puzzle-adventure games!

RECOMMEND!. Great game, a good successor to the first. Introduces a number of new features that persist through the later
games. If you liked 'A New Home' then you'll definitely enjoy this one I reckon.. Don't buy it, not even on sale. The game starts
out ok, the story is kinda interesting and develops as you find notes. At first that is alright but as you "progress" it becomes a
chore to go on. The game isn't scary, the entity that "chases" you makes it so damn boring and frustrating to navigate the
basement levels. The graphics are not bad at all, probably one of the best features of this game and what convinced me to buy it
in the first place but the rest is just not worth it.
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